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           11th April, 2019 

 
 
Against IMF demand of Rs5,460 bn: FBR proposes govt to fix target of Rs5,040 
bn in next fiscal 
ISLAMABAD: Amid lingering controversy over demand of massive fiscal adjustments from the 
IMF for striking staff-level agreement with Pakistan, the FBR has proposed to the government for 
fixing its target in the range of Rs5.1 trillion in the next budget 2019-20 against revised estimates of 
Rs4.1 trillion for the outgoing financial year. 
 
All plans for fiscal adjustments could only be made workable if the PTI-led government could curtail 
the budget deficit in the range of 6.1 to 6.5 percent of GDP for the outgoing fiscal year. 
 
But if the budget deficit escalates beyond 7 percent of GDP then it would make it more difficult for 
the government to deliver on fiscal adjustments front where they would be supposed to bring down 
the deficit in the range of 5 to 5.5 percent of GDP for the next budget 2019-20. 
 
“The curtailing of primary balance within the desired limits will be the biggest challenge for the 
government to strike staff-level agreement with the IMF at first stage and then execute the Fund 
programme by implementing all conditions after passing of every quarter,” said an official. 
 
Although, the government had not officially revised downward the FBR’s tax collection target of 
Rs4,398 billion for the current fiscal year 2018-19, however, tax authorities have conveyed plainly to 
dwellers of Q-Block (Finance Ministry) that the FBR could maximum fetch Rs4.1 trillion in the 
wake of tax shortfall being faced in the range of Rs317 billion during the first nine months (July-
March) period of the current fiscal year. 
 
This foregone revenue could not be collected in the remaining period when target for last quarter is 
already on higher side, said the sources. 
 
On the other hand, the IMFhas asked Islamabad to jack up tax to GDP ratio at 13 percent equivalent 
to Rs5,460 billion for the next financial year 2019-20 at a time when the FBR was making all out 
efforts to cross Rs4,000 billion mark in the current financial year. 
 
The FBR had so far collected Rs2,681 billion for first nine months (July-March) period against 
desired target of Rs2,998 billion indicating a shortfall of Rs317 billion. For achieving the desired 
target of Rs4,398 billion, the FBR will have to collect Rs1,717 in the last quarter (April-June) period 
of the ongoing financial year. 
 
Keeping in view this existing situation, the FBR informed the government that the tax collection 
could touch over Rs4,000 billion at a time when the economy was slowing down and policy actions 
also caused shortfall so the desired target of Rs4,398 billion could not be fully materialised. 
 
On the other hand, the World Bank (WB) has provided technical assistance to prepare reform 
programme for the tax collection machinery as the reform plan envisaged to jack up tax to GDP ratio 
from 10 percent to 15 percent over the medium term. 
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The FBR wants to fix its annual tax collection target at 12 percent of GDP equivalent to Rs5,040 
billion for the next budget 2019-20, but the IMF is asking to increase it up to Rs5,460 billion keeping 
in view pressing requirements on fiscal fronts. The FBR has hired consultants/ specialists to finalise 
reform strategy including communication specialist, procurement specialist and others. 
 
“The WB has proposed to reduce number of withholding taxes from 45 to 20-25 in the next budget in 
order to achieve ease of doing business,” said the official, and added that the FBR was assigned to 
focus on improving system instead of focusing only maximising revenues. 
 
“Without improving tax system, the enforcement cannot be made successful so we will make 
improvement in system, bringing simplification and effective enforcement in the next budget,” the 
official said. 
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